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Student   name   Simon   Chirgwin   Student   number   512973  

Course/Unit   DI&C   Assignment   number   3  

Type   of   tutorial   Audio-Visual      

 
 
Google   Hangout   17   Feb    

  
 
 

Overall   Comments  
 
RM:   The   conversation   lasted   an   hour   and   we   discussed   a   range   of   topics   including  
progress   on   the   course,   the   context   and   perspective   of   the   essay,   and   in   some   detail,  
preparation   for   Assignments   4   and   5.   
 
SC:   These   thoughts   have   been   assembled   from   my   notes   taken   during   our   discussion,  
where   we   ranged   across   a   number   of   ideas.   Some   recollection   beyond   my   notes   has  
gone   into   this,   as   well   as   some   further   thought   over   the   last   four   days …  
 
Feedback   on   assignment   
 

The   essay   works   well   as   a   narrative,   and   shows   some   of   the   benefits   of   being   at   the  
mature   end   of   the   student   spectrum   and   is   able   to   draw   on   my   experience   of   living  
through   the   ongoing   industrial   change   that   has   taken   place   over   the   last   forty   years.  
 
We   talked   about   how   camera   companies   (Nikon,   Canon),   museums   (MoMA,   though  
famously   not   Tate!),   publishers   (commercial   and   specialist)   as   well   as   photographers   had  
made   a   great   ‘investment   in   the   photographic’   and   that   this   lay   behind   the   reluctance   of  
people   who   already   had   some   sort   of   practice,   to   change   what   they   were   doing   in  
response   to   the   advent   of   digital.    
 



I   talked   about   how   I   still   tend   to   use   a   camera   for   ‘proper   photography’   and   my   phone   for  
visual   note-taking   and   to   make   a   record   of   activity,   particularly   at   work.   I   am   trying   to   find  
a   way   to   integrate   pictures   taken   with   my   phone   into   my   practice,   though.  
 
We   talked   about   how   the   people   who   had   grasped   the   opportunities   offered   by   digital  
often   were   younger    -   my   17-year   old   son   for   example,   who   uses   instagram   for  
messaging   rather   than   for   sharing   his   pictures   -   with   no   background   in   photography  
before   acquiring   a   mobile   phone   with   a   camera.   They   are   doing   something   completely  
different   with   the   photograph   both   in   terms   of   intent   and   of   output.  
 
I   find   it   very   hard   to   take   a   selfie   with   my   phone   at   arm’s   length   instead   of   taking   a   picture  
of   myself   in   a   mirror   or   other   reflective   surface,   using   a   camera.   
 
There   is   something   here,   around   the   way   trad   photography   (particularly   journalism)   was  
third   person,   while   the   new   uses   and   forms   that   are   developing   are   much   more   first  
person   and   subjective.  
 
While   the   essay   as   it   stands   reads   well,   I   may   go   back   during   the   exercise-less   sections  
of   the   course   (parts   5   and   6)   and   tinker   with   it,   adding   a   coda   containing   tuff   at   the   end  
about   digital-native   image   making,   while   making   room   for   it   by   cutting   down   the  
background   section   at   the   beginning.  
 
It   is   good   to   know   that   the   essay   reads   well!  
 

Coursework  
 
Good,   personal   reflection   looking   at   the   transition   of   photography   (and   my   photographic  
practice)   from   analogue   to   digital.   
 
 

Research  
 
RM:   There   is   an   extensive   bibliography   for   A3   for   the   wide   range   of   research   evidenced  
in   the   essay.  
 

Learning   Log  
 
RM:   New   material    -    Notes   and   Exhibitions   –   has   been   uploaded   to   the   LL   demonstrating  
a   continuing   and   independent   level   of   engagement   with   personal   subjects.  
 
In   addition   preliminary   notes   for   A4   have   also   been   uploaded  
 
Suggested   reading/viewing   
 
 
Adding   to   Kurt   Schwitters   and   PK   Dick’s   idea   of   ‘Kipple’   which   had   come   up   during   the  
previous   two   tutorials,    Russell   suggested:  
 



● The   Boyle   Family    (casts   of   kerbs   and   sections   of   flat   ground,   made   in   the   sixties  
and   seventies)   -   fascinating!   I’ll   do   a   full   on   research   post   about   them,   I   think...  

● Chuck   Close    -   large,   extremely   photorealist   portraits   (can’t   quite   remember   why   -  
Russell,   can   you   fill   in   my   gap,   please?  

● Simon   Schofield    -   massive   images/installations   made   up   from   tiny   structures  
assembled   using   software.   I’m   assuming   that   Kipple   Pond  
( http://www.simonschofield.net/gallery/view/kipple-pond )   is   the   sort   of   thing,  
Russell   was   thinking   about   when   he   made   the   reference...   

 
 

Pointers   for   the   next   assignment   /   assessment  
 
I   had   alerted   Russell   to   the   posts   I   had   made   over   the   weekend   before   the   tutorial,  
looking   forward   to   assignment   four   (digital   identities)   which   goes   on   to   be   further  
developed   in   assignment   five.  
 
My   basic   idea   -   create   an   archive   -   archaeological,   forensic,   personal   etc   -   of   (some   of)  
the   stuff   that   has   built   up   in   the   time   we’ve   been   in   the   new   house   (roughly   the   time   I’ve  
been   working   on   this   module)   as   well   as   (some   of)   the   stuff   that   was   shoved   into   boxes  
and   transported   from   the   old   house,   got   a   good   reception.  
 
Russell’s   question   after   reading   the   posts   was,   of   course,   how   was   I   going   to   present   it?  
 
My   answer   was,   also   of   course,   that   I   did   not   yet   know,   although   I   hope   that   -   having   built  
up   a   body   of   pictures   -   I   will   be   able   to   try   out   a   number   of   ways   of   presenting   them.  
These   would   range   from   the   physical   -   a   simple   box   of   small   prints,   with   some   form   of   an  
index   -   through   presenting   all   the   photographs   on   a   memory   stick   with   a   full   set   of  
metadata   organised   for   tutor-searchablility   in   a   Lightroom   catalogue   to   building   a   virtual  
exhibition   space,   online   in   Second   Life.   We   shall   see…  
 
(We   also   talked   about   CAD   kitchen   design   (the   new   house   if   having   work   done)   and   how  
remarkably   easy   it   had   become   to   make   highly   sophisticated,   digital   images,   with   only   a  
small   amount   of   training;   the   cumbersome   nature   of   analogue   kit   of   all   kinds    -   arriflex  
16mm   cameras   featured   here   -   and   how   the   introduction   over   time   of   ever-more  
sophisticated   monitoring   reduced   the   autonomy   of   the   operator   as   more   and   more   people  
were   able   to   express   an   opinion   on   work   as   it   was   being   produced.)  
 
More   generally,   I   see   assignment   4   as   creating   a   number   of   kits   of   parts   for   making   digital  
identities,   which   I   will   then   refine   into   something   more   ‘finished’   over   the   course   of   part  
five...   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tutor   name   Russell   Murray  

Date    23   Feb   20  

http://www.simonschofield.net/gallery/view/kipple-pond


Next   assignment  
due  

15   May   20  

 


